
 
 

DETOURS FOR ROAD TRANSPORT DURING 
KOŠICE PEACE MARATHON 

 
Direction Prešov - Centre and back                         
▪ From the highway from Prešov, you can reach Tesco and the Džungľa district by car 
▪ Vehicles coming to the center from Palackého Street will be diverted towards the railway station. 

Side streets through Svätoplukova ul. – Alvinczyho - Alešovo nábrežie - Odborársku ul. by car 
you can reach Študentská street and then follow Hlinková in the direction of Tesco, Prešov, 
Dargovských hrdinov. 

 
Direction Južná trieda to Barca 
▪ From Južná trieda, it is possible to drive through Jantárová Street up to the intersection with 

Palackého Street. On this section, from Palackého Street, vehicle traffic will not be allowed in the 
direction of Južná trieda. 

 
Direction from Železníky to Rastislavova street 
▪ From Gemerská street you will be diverted to Rastislavova in the south direction. In the oposite 

direction from you, from Holubyho street, marathoners will run. 
 
Direction Moldavská street to the centre 
▪ Vehicles will be diverted at the intersection of Žižkova - Kuzmányho. 
 
Direction Podhradová through Vodárenská street 
▪ Vodárenská is temporarily one-way traffic from Hlinková in the direction of Podhradová 

(marathoners are running in the opposite direction). Passing through the intersection 
Kostolianska cesta – Cesta pod Hradová is difficult (follow the police instructions). 

 
Direction from Terasa to Amfiteáter 
▪ you can drive through Festivalové nám. and to the center along Kuzmányho Street. Then along 

Kuzmányho Street to the Štúrova - Moldavská - Žižkova intersection. 
 
Direction Margecany, Spišská Nová Ves, 
▪ From Tr. SNP in front of Festivalové nám. it is possible to drive in the opposite direction across 

the tracks in the direction of Watsonova ul. 
▪ Watson Street is divided by traffic cones. Lanes towards Komenského Street are reserved for 

runners. 
▪ On the opposite side, there will be two-way traffic along Hurbanova street. By turning onto F. 

Urbanka Street, you can get from the city to Čermeľ, Podhradová and in the direction of 
Margecany, Spišská Nová Ves. 

 
Direction Kysak, ZOO Kavečany 
▪ Traffic redirected on Kostolianská road through the railway crossing to Tahanovce to 

Magnezitárska street. Following this route through Magnezitárska, you can get from the city in the 
direction of Kysak. Access to the Kavečany Zoo is at the marked turnoff along the purpose-built 
road. 

 


